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Coalition Updates.

The Government of Goa recently notified the policy for

regulating iron ore dump handling, allowing the Directorate of

Mines and Geology (DMG) to auction all existing dumps created

from mining activities as on date. To know more about what

does this new policy provide for, read Goenchi Mati's blog here.

To commemorate the 75th Anniversary of the Universal

Declaration of Human

Rights, the Mine Labour

Protection Campaign

(MLPC) along with other

key stakeholders, will be

organising a one day

consultation on October

18, 2023 in Jaipur,

Rajasthan. The consultation aims to critically examine business

and human rights in Rajasthan's mining industry. Please find the

https://goenchimati.org/goa-policy-for-regulating-iron-ore-dump-handling-in-the-state-of-goa-2023/


background note here. To participate online, kindly fill the

registration form.
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Probe Panel Formed
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kicks up row

In Tamil Nadu, yet another sand storm

The cost of protesting against mining in Gadchiroli

26 miners yet to pay fine of over Rs 2,900 crore to Odisha

government

India's JSW Steel slows process to buy stake in Canada Teck coal

unit, source says

Why Some Supreme Court Investigators In The Adani-Hindenburg

Case Are Accused Of Conflict Of Interest

Govt to auction Jammu & Kashmir's lithium reserves over next

few weeks

UP begins fourth phase of mineral block auctions
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Indian miner NMDC's China exports hindered by logistics

Locals defy ‘unauthorised’ takeover of land for Adani's Pelma

coal mine

Govt formulating critical minerals policy, exploring pact with US
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why – and what can be done about it

Norway wants to begin deep sea mining in the Arctic: Here is

why it’s a bad idea

Argentina Invites Indian co.s to invest in lithium mining for

direct sourcing
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environmental and human rights
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Metal-mining pollution impacts 23 million people worldwide

Bravus, formerly Adani, narrows long-running lawsuit against

activist Ben Pennings

Rio Tinto blast damages ancient rock shelter near iron ore mine
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At Least 16 Killed In Coal Mine Fire In SW China

Why space is the next frontier in mining

UN worried about Vietnam arrest of energy expert after Biden's

visit
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Wait! Before you leave.

Was this news bulletin forwarded to you? Or do you have a friend or coworker
who would be interested in getting the most recent information on the

extractives?
Share & Sign Up.
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